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A Novel 4-Mask InSb Infrared Staring Imaging Array

Ali Bahra.rrran

Northrop Research & Technology Center
One Research Park

Palos Verdes Peninsula, CA 90274 U.S.A.

A monolithic 128 x 128 Insb array is described for staring infrared imaging systems operating
in the 3 - 5pm spectral region. The array is fabricated with only 4 mask levels and has almost
4 times higher output signal and nearly 10 times greater wafer yield as compared to a previous
design. The higher dyna^rnic range has resulted in demonstration of significantly improved thermal
imagery.

1. INTRODUCTION

Infrared imaging systems operating in the 3 - Spm

and 8 - L2p,m spectral regions are required for many

electro-optical systems in order to provide coverage

for day/night a,nd/or bad weather operation. In re-

cent years, considerable effort has been devoted to

the development of InSb and HgCdTe infrared imag-

ing devices. For the 3 - Spm spectral region, InSb

Charge Injection Devices (CID) offer significant po-

tential for the realization of cost-effective infrared

staring imaging systems because of the relative sim-

plicity in structure, fabrication and operation of CID

arrays.(2'3) This paper describes monolithic staring

imaging devices based on a novel 4-mask InSb array

design. We have previously presented performance

data a"nd thermal imagery obtained from aL28 x 128

sta,ring focal plane a.rray. In the present work, a crit-
ical masking step has been eliminated from the pro-

cess. In addition, improvements in cell design have

resulted in a factor of four increase in detector a,rray

output signal. The reduction of mask levels to only 4

and the increase in dynamic range make possible the

realization of large, high-yield and high-performance,

monolithic infrared staring imaging atrays, such as

128 x 128. The 128 x 128 array uses a 30 x 30pm2

unit cell size and 6.1 x 6.1 mmz chip size. The array

design, process, and performance characteristics are

described in this paper.
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2. ARRAY DESIGN AND PROCESS

A new detector axray design has been developed in

order to improve array performance and increase fabri-

cation yield. The performance-related improvements

are discussed later. The higher fabrication yield has

been realized in three ways:

1. by designing a new 30 x 30pm2 cell with signifi-
cantly relaxed design rulesl

2. by eliminating one critical masking level from the
process - i.e., four mask levels instead of five,
and;

3. by reducing the 128 x 128 array chip size to 6.1
x 6.1 il82, as compared to 8.1 x 8.1 mmz pre-
viously. This has increased the number of chips
per wafer to 16, versus 9 previously.

Figure 1 shows a photomicrograph of the new 128

x 128 InSb array. The minimum linewidth is 5pm.

The chip includes 128 columns and 128 rows . Each

column or row is provided with a bonding pad for in-

terfacing to silicon chips on the focal plane substrate.

The InSb array fabrication is based on a low-temper-

atur-e photon-assisted CVD process for deposition of

silicon dioxide on InSb wafers. After deposition of the

field oxide, the first masking step defines the active

area. This is followed by deposition of the first gate

oxide. Subsequently, the first layer metal is deposited

and patterned to form the column electrodes(Level

2).



Figure 1: 128 xL?g InSb Detector Array.

Next, the second gate oxide is deposited, followed by
contact hole definition (.Deuel 9). Finally, the second

level metal is deposited and patterned (Leuel l). The
second level metal def.nes the rows, and also provides

interconnect lines from the colurrns to the bond-
ing pads. This defines a two-dimensional, mono-

lithic staring array operating in the front-illuminated
mod.e. No semi-tra"nsparent metal is used for an op-

tical window. Therefore, the problems of poor trans-
mission and non-uniformity of the semi-tra,nsparent

optical wind.ow are eliminated. This has resulted in
increased yield and performance.

The process outlined above is indeed simple com-
pared to other IR detector or silicon IC fabrication
processes. Only three oxide deposition and two met-
alization steps are required, with no need for ion im-
plantation, diffusion, and field plates. Therefore, the
process promises a high-yield, and thus a low-cost,
infrared. detector array technology. Based on a chip

active area of 3.84 x 3.84 mm2 and a defect density of
3f crnz per masking step, the anticipated wafer yield

is 23% for a 4-mask process. We have exceeded this
yield in actual wafer fabrication. Howeyer, with 16

chips per wafer (as compared to 9, previously), the
wafer yield has increased by nearly 10X, as compared

to our previous design.

3. DESIGN ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION

The performanc'e of an imaging device is generally

dependent on the dynamic range available from the
device. In our approach, the InSb sensor a^rray is

integrated with silicon a,nalog/digital LSI devices on

the focal plane substrate. Digital CMOS ICs are used

to drive the rows, and analog CMOS ICs are used to
measure the analog photo-signals on the columns. In
this approach, the photo-signal generated by a pixel
on each column of the array is amplified by a silicon
preamplifier. Assuming electronics noise from exter-
nal circuitry ca.n be neglected, the dynamic range is

approximately given by:

ePnLatr 
-

gN*o,
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where q is the electron charge, N-o" is the charge

capacity per cell of the InSb array, Co is the output
capacitance per column of the array, and Vo is the
total RMS noise voltage at the preamplifier input.

The charge capacity is a function of the maximum
deep-depletion electric field in InSb, the donor con-
centration, the oxide thickness, and the interface trap
density. The RMS noise voltage V,. has contributions
from the detector, V,.4, and from the preamplifier,
Ynpoi

V" : (Vk + V:e")r/z Q)

The detector noise has contributions from the inci-
dent background photons, interface traps (1/fnoise),
and thermally-generated dark current. In our de-

vices, the storage time is suffi.ciently long that dark
current noise can be neglected.. The 1/f component is

also negligible because correlated double sampling is
used with a very short time period between samples.

The mucimum number of background noise carriers

is equal to the square root of charge capacity N-or.
The detector RMS noise voltage is then given by:

Vntt: q\f N*"rlC"

From Eq. 1, it is desirable to red.uce the colurnn ca-

pacitance in order to increa.se the dynamic ra,nge. For

two-dimensional a,rrays, the row-column overlap ca-

pacitance can be a significant pa.rt of the capacitance

per cell. Figure 2 shows a plot of the output dyna^rrric

range versus the InSb substrate donor concentration,
Na, for a preamplifier input-referred noise voltage of
10prV. The lower curve corresponds to our previous

design (CID3), with a row<olumn overlap capaci-

tance, Qnp, of 0.105 pF per cell. The top cunre is for
our new design (CID5) with a significantly reduced

Cnlc of 0.034 pF per cell.

(1)

(3)



Figure 3 shows the variation of dynamic range with
preamplifier input-referred noise voltage, Vrro, with
Cnlg as a parameter. At low values of V,.oo, both
designs in Figure 3 have nearly the same dynamic

range, as expected for background-limited operation

(BLIP). The new design with Ca76, : 0.034 pF has a

10% la,rger active area (for the same 30 x 30pm2 unit
cell) - resulting in slightly higher N*o, and thus

dynamic range at BLIP as compared. to the design

with Cnp - 0.105 pF.

The dynamic range in Figure 3 for the new design,

with Cn.1; - 0.034 pF, is fairly insensitive to vari-

ations in preamplifier input-referred noise voltage.

This suggests that background-limited operation is

indeed achievable with 128 x 128 InSb arrays, an

importa,nt feature that has previously been obtained

with only linear or small two-dimensional infrared

arrays in the 3-5pm spectral band.

In order to explore the effect of array size on device

performance, the calculated results shown in Figure

4 are presented. These calculations are performed

for Na : 1 x 1014/cms and for a maximum deep-

depletion electric field of 0.7 x 104 V/cm, with Cnp
anrd V,roo as parameters. Case No. 1 in Figure 4 cor-

respond.s to CID3 with Cn,g : 0.105 pF and Voro

: 10pV. For Case 2, Cn/c : 0.034 pF and Ynpo:
10pV. Finally, Case 3 in Figure 4 corresponds to re-

ductions in both Cnlc and V,.ro. In this case, BIIP
can be achieved for even a 256 x 256 device. Thus,

a 256 x 256 array in the new design would achieve a

two-fold increase in spatial resolution while improv-

ing thermal resolutioir by a factor of two as compared

to the 128 x 128 CIDS array.
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Figure 2: Plot of Output Dynamic Range vs Donor
Concentration for 128 x 128 Array.
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Figure 3: Plot of Output Dyna^rnic Range vs Pream-
plifier Input Noise Voltage for 128 x 128 array.
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Figure 4: Output Dyna,mic Range vs Array Size.

Experimental evaluation of the relative improvement

in performance was made by performing charge trans-

fer experiments on 128 x 128 arrays. In these experi-

ments, charge is integrated under a column site, and

at the end of the integration time, an appropriate row

is driven to deep depletion to transfer charge from the

column to the row site. This charge transfer results

in a change in the column'voltage, which is measured.

Figure 5 shows measured output signal plotted ver-

sus coluran-to-substrate bias voltage for CIDS a,nd

CID3. The new design, CID5, shows a much la.rger

output signal than our older design. However, the

relative magnitude of the cha,nge is larger than ex-

pected, which leads us to believe that the charge ca-

pacity in the new arrays is also significantly higher

than calculated. Several design and process-related

factors can contribute to the higher output signal:

lower than expected row-to-column overlap capaci-
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Figure 5: Measured Array Output Signal vs Column

Voltage.

ta.nce, larger active area, higher deep depletion elec-

tric field, improved gate oxide, a,nd lower substrate

donor concentration. All of these, except the reduced

overlap capacitance, result in increase charge capac-

ity. Additional studies are in progress in order to

determine the relative contributions of the above fac-

tors.

Spectral response meaaurements were made on the

new arrays as well as on the previolls ones. Both

types had very simila,r photo-response characteris-

tics a^nd showed the a.nticipated 5.5pm cut-off wave-

length. Figure 6 shows a typical spectral response

of a 128 x 128 CIDS a,rray. A very flat response has

been obtained in the 3 - \p,m spectral region. Note

that the data a,re normalized to the peak value.

I O-2

4. STARING THERMAL IMAGERY

The 128 x 128 array has been integrated with sili-

con rorv-driver and analog readout chips on a hybrid

substrate for demonstration of thermal imagery. The

focal plane substrate was cooled to 77K in'a dewar.

Out-of-dewar electronics were the same as described

previously.(s) The system was used to record thermal

imagery of aircraft landing at the Los Angeles air-

port. Figure 7 shows photographs of some IR video

imagery. Only a single fra,sre of data is shown, with
compensation provided for offsets on a pixel-by-pixel

basis. However, no corrections for responsivity and

gain va,riations have been made.

Figure 7: Images of Commercial Aircraft at Night.
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Figure 6: Measured InSb FPA Detector Photore-
sponse in Volts/Photon. Normalized to Peaft Value.
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